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-Martha Reeves and Vandellas to Perform
Vietnam Correspondent
To Speak December 10
David Halberstam, anoted Vietnam Correspondent, will speak
at UMR on December 10 at 8:00
p.m. in the Mechanical Engineering auditorium. The topic of his
lecture will be: "Vietnam: The
Making of a Quagmire."
Halberstam, along with Alex
Halel' and James Deakin, is speaking ~n campus as part of an e.'{pedmental course in \Vestern Ovilization. Speakers a .ld films of both
feature and do~"m entary varieties
are part of the experimentation.
The desired result is to encourage
students to seek understanding of
the contemporary world through
multiple sources. Since the theme
of the year's study is Freedom it
is not difficult to associate current
IOpics and visual pidorials with
the broad question of man's freedom. Spring semester's speakers
will include Ralph E. Lapp, scientist. author and scientific advisor, and Ralph Nader, author
and consumer crusader. Some of
the fllms to be shown are The
Orgallizer, The GillIS 0/ Allgust and
The Third Reich. Anyone interested
in participating in this educational opportunity is invited to attend
any and all sess ions.
David Halberstam at thirty-three
has become one of America's most
distinguished and controversial
journalists. He was the first journalist to sound pessimistic warnings about American intervention
in Vietnam, and his current reporting on that war has been judged among the toughest-minded and
most critical by any American reporter.
In 1964, D a v i d Halberstam
won a Pulitzer Prize for his coverage of the war in Vietnam, an
award which was soon followed
by the Louis M. Lyons Award,
given by the Nieman Fellows of
Harvard University (from which
he was graduated) and the George
Polk Award. His detradors however, included the late Pre'sident
John F. Kennedy , who purported ly asked the publisher of the New
York Times to re-assign David
Halberstam from his post in Saigon.
Few journalists have exhibited
the Courage of David Halberstam
as a reporter in the fields of Vietnam. He continues to show that
same impartial reasoning in his
lectures and articles. H e speaks
With authority on the most important issues faCing America at
this time.
A book based on his experience and knowledge of Vietnam
was published in 1965 entitled
UI
IO "The Making of a Qu~gmire."

David Halberstam is a Contributing Editor to Harper's Magazine, one of the most important
journals of today. He has written
about Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and the Ovil Rights movement,
foreign affairs, national politics and
other topics of vital concern to
America. He regularly speaks at
colleges and universities fro m
Coast to Coast, eliciting vigorous
dissent as well as approval from
his audiences.

The UMR General Ledure committee will present the first in a
series of popular entertainment
concerts at the Rolla High Gym
tonight at 8:00 p.m.

Tickets will continue on sale
this afternoon wh il e available and
will be sold at the door as long
as they last.
A few years back, Martha Reeves
and the Vandellas were presented
a music p laque by comedian Phil
Silvers. The presentation was in
recognition of the trio's sizzling
rock claSSiC, "Heat Wave," then
nominated fora "Grammy Award"
as the best Rhythm and Blues
record of the yea r.
Five best selling albums and
twelve hit singles later, the tri o

had become one of the hottest
recording adS in the nation. Indeed, they are one of the top properties at Motown Record Corporation, where every group under
contrad ranks as an internationally
acclaimed headline ad.
In Detroit, the i l' hometown,
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas
are easily cited as perennial Motown Sound favorites.

response was overwhelming. The
club's management was unable to
handle reservations.

Enthusiasm reigned throughout the entire stint. By the close
of the third night, the trio had
generated applause and excitement
in a Significant abundance to carry
them through an array of successive LP's.

Their status is continuously being enforced, as was evidenced
when they recorded their first live
album, "Martha and the Vandellas
Live!" at one of Detroit's leading
nightclubs.

Good things seem to come in
three's for the trio, who have had
three trips abroad - twice on tours
of England and once around the
European concert circuit.

When it was announced that
the girls would appear at the club
for three nights to record, public

Equally familiar to fans on a
name basis, lead Singer Martha
Reeves and first soprano Rosalind
Ashford have been singing together since joining the same community center as youngste rs.
"We'd entertain at YWCA's,
school affairs, anywhere they'd let
us sing," they are fond of recalling.
At the time, neither of the two
entertained the idea of one day
performing professionally.

"r wasn't even vaguely aware
of the type of career I would pursue," admits Martha, "but whatever it was to be, I wanted to excel at it. Being the oldest girl in
a family of 11 children, I felt that
I had to set a prime example for
the others."

Martha Reeves and Vandellas
Senior Grades, Final Exams
Examined by Faculty Committee
Explanation
As direded by the UJ\1R faculty
at its meeting on April 30, the
Committee on University Policy
has studied the matter of final examinations, including such interrelated matters as early submission
of senior grades, the final examination period, etc. The following
three-part proposal is made, unanimously endorsed by the Committee on University Policy.
The Proposals were then sent
to the Faculty as a whole for discussion and vote.
At their November 19 meeting, the faculty chose to table the
proposals. They are presented here
to develop interest in the student
body and to allow the students to
express their opinions on the proposals.
Part A - Change in Academic
Regulations (part of UMR Faculty
Bylaws)
The second paragraph of Section VII, Examinations, shall be

changed to read: "There shall
be no exemptions from final
examinations, but the department offering a course may at
its discretion excuse from final
examinations tho s e students
who display superior academic
performance in the course."
Part B - Necessmy Policy Regarding Commencement and Convocation Programs and Honors Lists
Commencement and convocation programs shall be unoffiCial, including lists of students
receiving First and Second Honors. These honors lists will be
computed on the basis of latest
grades available at the time programs go to the printer, with
the exception of the student
receiving highest honors, who
must be identified definitely by
the Registrar by consultation
with appropriate faculty members. Each degree-granting department shall receive a copy
of the official commencement
program, prepared after final

g rades have been computed.
Part C - Recolllmender! Policy
1. The final exam period shall
be sched uled from the second
Saturday preceding COmmencement (the Saturday of the last
week of classes ) through the Friday preceding commenceme nt.
(This lengthens the final exam
period by one-half day beyond
its present length. )
2. Common exams shall generally be scheduled early in the
exam period, due care being
taken not to overburden students taking many courses requiring such exams.
3. All grades shall be due 72
hours after completion of the
final exam, or the last class if
no final exam is required. Demands for faculty time for other
purposes du ring final e x am
period must be minimized.
4. Quizzes, hour exams, and
similar testing shall not be given in ledure classes during the
last week of classes .

Martha discovered her niche after seve ral attempts at various occupations. During her teens she
rated as the best baby-sitter in the
neighborhood. After brushing up
on her clerical skills, she enrolled
in a cosmetology course. She even
tried songwriting, which she commented:
.stemmed from a very melancholy phrase as a poet."
Her compositions n ow are
mainly for purposes of self-expression.
.And far too personal for
publication," she secretively declares.
Rosalind spends a fascinating
pasttime filming candid shots of
new acq uaintances encountered
through her travels. BaSically a
quiet, demure personality, she
se lights in capturing the moods
and expressions of others, especiallyentertainers.
"A photograph can tell a great
deal about a performer's stage presenta tion and projedion," voices
the amateur shutter-bug, who views
being amidst the public eye much
the same as stand ing before a
camera 24 hours a day , enjoying
the exposure.
Rosa lind , who zes tfully enjoyed
the o utd oor s port s of swimming
and horseback rid ing in her teens,

(Colltinued
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BEHIND THE SCENES

UPTO""VN THEATRE

Science Center Conducts Major Research
By La r ry Bozza y
The Space Sciences Research
Center enables students to engage
in research which involves not one
science discipline but ma"y , imultaneously. Physicists , Chemists,
Ceramic Engineers, J\Ietallurgical
Engineers, and Chemical Engineers work hand in hand at the
cen ter. As outlined in the booklet
put out by the center , the technical objectives include:

1) Investi gation of the physical-chemical changes res u I ti n g
from environmental factors temperature, pressure, and radiation, both particle and electro-

magnetic,
2) Investigation

of physicalchemical behavior of materials in
rela tion to macro- and microst ructure. and
3) Evaluation of and solutions
to reliability limita tions of materials behavior as employed in
engineering systems.
The academic objecti ves of the
Center are to :
1) Strengthen the gradua te programs of the Uni versity in disciplines related to materials research.
2) Create and maintain an environment which promotes interactions between the faculties of
the participating disciplines.
3) Train and develop independent scientific investigators in the
participating d isciplines who will
continue to devote all or a major
part of their research effort to
materials problems.
4) Attract creative new faculty
and graduate students to the> University .
5 ) Stimulate further campuswide facultv and student interests
in multidi s~iplinary research.
6) Expose graduate students to
t he interplay between the applica tions-orien ted in terest of the
Fede ral agencies and industry and
the more academically-oriented
interest of the Federal agencies
and industry and the more academically-oriented interests of the
the University faculty.
Current Research Projects go ing on at the Cen ter can be divided into eight categori es: ~Ietal
lic Corrosion Processes and El ectrode kinetics , lntra High Vacuum
Surface Studies, Chemical and
Solid State Physics, High Temperature Studies, ~ on-Stoichiometry
and Defect Structure Studies.
Electrical and :\Iagnetic Properties, Semiconductor Physics, and
Polymer Research.
In the area of ~Ietallic Corrosin Processes and Electrode
Kinetics five specific projects are
being considered. 1) Drs . James
and Johnson are studying the
corrosion of high strength alumi num 7178 alloy. The series 7000
a luminum alloys are used in air
frame structures to provide maximum strength with minimum
weight. However. these alloys are
highly susceptible to corrosion.
and this corrosion problem is what
Drs. J ames and John son are
studying in a joint ven ture \\:ith
~IcDonnell Aircraft.
2) Having
obtained (Be) sin gle crystals from
Oak Ri dge 0:ational Laboratory
Drs. Jam es , J ohnson , Sh eth, and
Strau mani s are studyi ng the anodic dissolution of the Be in ' sa lt
solutions. Be is used in airframe
and space structural units. ;\Iore
specifical ly , it is used in hea t
shield s, missile components, heat
sink devices , metal -ceramic and
composites. 3) ~I onsan to Chemical of St. Louis has been providin g oriented crystals of low resistence for the Center 's in vest iga-

tions of anodic dissolution of semiconductor GaAs. Drs. Straumanis
and Krumme are conducting these
investigations. 4) In st udies on
the dissolution of Ti:--Jx and
Ti-O-~ systems in aqueous HF
studies are being made to provide
basic information which might be
used to improve the corrosion of
Ti. Drs. Straumanis, James , and
Johnson are performing these
s tudies. 5) Fundamental research
by Drs. Johnson and James in
a nodic ox idation of organic materials on noble metal electrodes
should lead to a better understanding of fuel cell behavior. A graduate research scholarship has been
given each year by ~Ionsanto of
St. L ouis to a student working in
this area.
In the area of CItra High
\-acuum Surface Studies three specific projects are now under study.
1) Drs. Yen able and H anna are
study ing the radiation induced
polymerization of monomers in
vacuu m. Thi s work should provide informatIon on space radiation and is be ing supported largely by Avco Corporation of Tulsa ,
Oklahoma. 2) Dr. \Yean, Collaborative R esearch Investiga tor , and
Dr. \Yolfe. an Avco employee attending grad uate school and working in the Center, are conducting
an experimental study on surface
diffusion on atomically clean metallic surfaces. This work is being
carried ou t in close coopera tion
with Avco Corpora tion. 3) C sing
an ion gun on loan from ~ASA ,
D rs . Kreidl, Lewi s, and Wolfe
a re studying Synthesis and characteri za tion of non -crysta lline materials formed by reactive sputtering.
\Yithin the realm of Chemical
and Solid State Physics , Dr. Hill
is working on three specific proj ects. 1) The study of absolute.
soft X-ray dosimetry employs a
series of feasible homogeneous ion
chambers to normalize and establi sh the absolute spectral di s tri bution of the intensity of X-ray
sources by comparing measured
energy deposition with that calcu lated from Kramer 's theory and
the available data on mass absorption coefficient over this energy
range. 2) Dr. Hill is also performing experiments on thermal and
radiation induced decomposition
of LiH. LiH is used as a shielding material for nuclear propulsion systems. However , it is unpredictable in long duration space
missions. 3) The purpose of the

$

program on vapor permeabi lity of
selected organic solids is to examine the non -Fickian behavior
of various vapors in selected organic solids and to provide primary data which may be employed to resolve the natu re of the
responsib le mechani s m.
On H igh Temperature Studies
Dr. L ewis h as turned more specif ·
ically to two areas. He is currently studying the evaporation be havior and mechanism. Further
fundamenta l
unders tanding
of
evaporation kinetics offers one of
the bes t solutions to the selection
on design of future materials.
Another area of inves tiga tion is
in vaporization studies in the
boron -p hosphor us-oxygen system.
The main objectives of thi s project
are to establish the relationship
between the molecule-ion observed
in the B.-P-O system and the neutral procursors in equilibrium with
the condensed phase, and to determine the temperature dependence of each species which can be
shown to have originated in a
un ique manner. An attempt will
also be made to determine the
compositional limits of the compound BP04.
In the area of l\ on -Stoichiometry and Defect Structure Studies three specific studies have been
undertaken by the Center . I) In
their s tudies on therm odynamic
properties of non -stoich iometric
material s Drs. Lewis and James
will hopefully obtain experimental
results that should also be directly appl icable for predication of
ways to prepare well characterized
samples for electrical conductivity
s tudies , sintering studies. and
other related studies which can
then be correlated with the thermodynamic experiments to establish a better understanding of
non-stoichiometric beha vi 0 r in
crystalline solids. 2) D rs . Straumanis , Lewis, and J ames have
turned their attention to the
Chemical bonding in nitrides and
carbides. ~itrides and carbides
of the group I VB metal s are being
st udied for defect structure employing chemical d issolution, and
X-ray and density methods . Additional stud ies should be especially
useful in determi ning the na ture
of chemica l bond ing in highly refractory materials . 3) In yet another project Dr. Straumanis is
s tudy ing hydrogen embrittlement
of zone-refined iron . Zone -re-fined
iron exhibits the phenomenon of
partial anodic d isintegra tion y ield-

ing an extremely fine grained
product. \Y hen passive iron is
anodically dissolved in strong
nitric acid, the anoidic disintegration yields large meta ll ic particle
fragments. I t is anticipated that
this difference in behavior may
be related to the embrittlement of
the metal by hydrogen , and a verification of th is wi ll be sought in
the final phase of thi s study.
In the field of Electr ical and
~Ia gne tic Properties two particular areas are being explored. 1)
Drs. Gerson and J ames are looking
at ferroelectric and magnetic properties of high Curie point pero\'ski tes. This research has particular application
in electronics.
computer memories , electric and
ultrasonic generators, etc. At-

(Continued on Page 10)
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Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Dec. 5-7
Admission:
Adul ts 90c - Children 50c

'Madigan'

OLDS

BUICK

()t1 )lor

~ 25 th ,
~IR stud

Richard Wid mark &
Henry Fondo

,. theethrilleDar

Saturday Dec. 7
2 :00 P. M.
For Entire Family

ioOn te
us iC and
~ ueated
. sack reg

Matinee

'And Now Miguel'
Sun ., Thru Sat.
Dec. 8-14
Sunday Fea t ure 12:45 ,
4:00 , 7 :30
O ne Sho w ing N ightl y 7 p . m.
Fe ature 7:30 p. m .

'The Sand Pebbles'

'()grarn""
we·songs
~ctrs.

Featured
DeC COS!

lich 12

Ste v e McQueen &
Cand ice Bergen
111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

RITZ THEATRE
MOV I E S IN lVI DE SCREE.\'
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Thu rs., Fri., Sat.
Dec . 5-7
A dm ission : Adu lts $ 1.00

'Tom Jones'
A lb e rt Fin ney & Su sannah York
" THE IP CRES S FILE"
Michael Ca ine, Nigel Green,
Gu y Doleman, Su Lloyd . The re
is a m oun t in g, thrill-upon- t hri ll
suspense in " The Ip cress Fi le"
th a t equals or exc e eds t he
scree n's finest mys tery pict ures,
o n e of interna t ional intr igue
t hat ho lds t he audience in tight
attention to the final fa de- o u t.
It proves aga in that one of the
f irst pleasures of movie goi ng
is a t in g lin g, no-non sen se s uspense yarn ! Top grossi n g fi lm
of the year. Features w ill be a t
5 :30 a n d 7:00 p. m . in the Student Uni o n Ballroom.

Sun ., Mon ., Tues .
Dec. 8-10
Ad m issi on:
A d ults $1 .00 - Childre n 50c

'Don't J ust Stand
There'
Rober t W a gne r &
M a ry Ty ler Moore
We d ., Thurs., Fri ., Sat.
Dec. 11-14
Ad missi on: Ad ult s $ 1.00
Suggeste d fo r Ma t ure Aud ie nce

'The Conqueror
Worm'
Vincent Pr ice & Ion Og ilvy
illllllllllllllllllllllllll lllllllllll ll lllllllllllll lllllllllill1111111

Seniors and
Graduate Students
Career hunt with 90 of the finest companies
having operations lo cated in the New Jersey / New
York metropolita n area. On Decem be r 26-27 at the
Marri ott Motor Hotel, inte rse ction of Garden State
Parkway and Route 80, Sad d le Broo k, New Jersey.
For more detai ls, in clu ding a listing of sp onso ri ng compan ies , see your co lle ge placement
dire ctor or w rite to the non-profit sponso r of the
second annual " Care er-In ": Industrial Relations
Asso ciati on of Berg en County, P. O. Box 533,
Sadd le Brook, New Je rsey 07662.
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HOOK AUTO SUP P LY

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
Ope n 9 to 8 Monday Th ru Friday - 8 to 6 Saturdays

)0 11

Stepha

Pedwin

Buckle

'Well knc
announce
"Is Jesus

104, M. E
5.

442's - Cutlass S - GS-400 - Skylark
SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS
ORDER NOW!

ECK MOTOR CO.
SINCE 1951
ROBERT A. EC K
MSM- '43
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Don Cossack Chorus Features
Russian Songs and Dances

On Monday evening, November 25th, a crowd of over 400
UMR students and their guests
Henry For. were thrilled by the brilliant show
of the Don Cossack chorus. In
addition [0 R uS s ian liturgical
P, M.
Ie
music and folk songs, the crowd
e FOl11ily
was treated to many dances of the
cossack regiments. Included in the
~ program were Cossack melodies,
Dec ~' battle-songs, Amencan songs, and
Iture 12:45
7:30
' dance rs.
ightly 7
Feacured in the program was the
:30 p, 111 p"
famed Cossack knife dan c e in
which 12 knives were juggled.
c

k&

~YD

\' Miguel'

I Pebbles'

~

On March 15th, the Chorus
gave its 747 5th concert; of this
number , 875 were concerts devoted especially to church music
and given at va riou s churches. One
s uch concert was given on December 18th, 1934, at the Cathedral of otre Dame in Paris
before an audience often thousand,
among whom was the Archbishop
of Pari s, Cardinal Verdier.
Regardl ess of the place where
the Chorus gives its concert, be
it the huge auditorium of the
Theatre of Colon in Buenos Aires
or the famous Carnegie Hall in

New York, or a modest hall in
a town with the popu lation of
three thousand the Chorus always
performs with the same thoroughness. For the Chorus members,
there is no s uch thing as big or
little concerts; to them all conce rts are eq ually important.
The Chorus first came to the
U.S. on January 3rd, 1939, arriving in Seattle from Honolulu ,
and during its thirteen-year stay
in this country has given more
than sixteen hundred concerts.
All members of the Chorus
are now American Citizens; some
of them fought during the Second
World War in the ranks of the
U.S. Army .

Candice Berte
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For the members of the Pla-

[Off Chorus, America has finally
become a home, a real home,
sweet and beloved.
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Featured in the Don Cassock Chorus w as the Knife Dance of
the Cossacks.

UMR Interfraternity Council
To Present 1968 Christmas Sing
On Friday evening, Dec. 6, at
p. m. , the Interfraternity

7: 30

Humanities Degree Programs
To Expand Into the Languages
Ipanies
ly/New
7al Ihe
n Siale

Jersey.
,on'

lent
,f the

Itions

In line wit h the newly emphaSized role of the humanities,
which began at U.M .R. in 1964,
degree programs h a v e already
emerged in English and philosophy. Current expansion involves
the language programs in RUSS ian ,
German, French, and Spanish, in
which B.A. degrees will soon become available.

33,

NOTICE!
Stephan B. Stephans,
well known KXOK radio
announcer will speak on
"Is Jesus Alive?" in Roam
104, M. E. Building on Dec.
5.

~dwin

uc ~ Ie
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NOTICE!
The UMR Student Union
Board will present a dance
in the Student Union Ballroom from 8 :00 p. m . to
midnight .

Students with language facility
are urged to consider minors and
majors in foreign languages. Some
of the new 2-hour and 3-ho ur
language offerings may prove right
for those who are completing their
spring sched ules during the week
of December 9. Thosewhoalready
have some foreign language background or have met minimum departmental requirements as freshmen and sophomores but who
are now out of practice can bring
their skills back to useful levels
by sched uling a language class
from time to time .
A for mer inconvenience to
scheduling of courses has been
remedied. All beginning Classes in
German , Russian, and Spanish are
now available each semester, thus
eliminating some of the gaps in
training that demanded much relearning later.
Underlining the shift in emphasis, additions to the teaching
staff have occurred in each of the
last three years, bringing in Dr.
David Law in Russian , M.r. Tom
Hunt in Spanish, and Mr. Gerald
Cohen in Rus sia n and German.
Adding considerable momentum to the program have been
the improved facilities for language

•

instruction . Foremost among these
is the language lab oratory, using
Rheem-Califone equipment which
p r ovides al most infinite variation s
of combinations for drill in the
hearing and speaking of a language. Also available to supplement the lab are slide and filmstrip projectors, a good selection
of slides and maps, and stereo reco rd-player.

library acquisitions in foreign
language literature are getting major attention with the new availability of funds for that purpose.
Better balance is yet to be achieved
in selection of library materials .
Existing gaps have been recognized, and the steady flow of new
materials sh ould provide broader
range for study of literature in any
of the four languages offered.

The cultural phase of instruction in each language is still being
developed. Foreign films in Russian and German have been scheduled in the past year. A German
film, "The Eternal Mask, " will get
its first Rolla run in the Student
Union Ballroom at 7:30 this evening, December 4. Admission is
free; any student or fa culty member is welcome. Other language
ftlms will be announced in the
Miner when they are scheduled.

Council of 'IT\IR will present the
an nual IF C Sing in the Stud ent
Union Ballroom. The Tau Kappa
Epsi lon chorus and Sigma :\Iu
quartet will try to repeat their
first place performances of la st
year, but will receive plenty of
competition from fourteen other

fraternities. Additional entertainmen t will be provided by a band
fr om the Kansas City Jazz Festival and popular comedian Skip
:'IIatthews. All L':'IIR students
and faculty member are invited
to attend. and help kick off
Christmas Party \r eekend.

1968 IFC Christmas
Sing
Program
Call :"Ire
Lambda Chi Alpha Chorus .
Virgin :'IIary
Kappa Sigma Quartet
I Believe
Triangle Chorus
Sounds of Silence
Theta Xi Quartet ............ .... .. . .
The Sweetheart Tree
Delta Sigma Phi Chorus
Cherish
Lambda Chi Alpha Quartet
With a Little Bit of Luck
Tau Kappa Epsilon Chorus ..
Girl From Ipanema
Beta Sigma Psi Quartet .
Camelot
Sigma Pi Chorus
.. .. It All Belongs to :'lIe
Sigma P hi Epsi lon Quartet
Little Drummer Boy
Phi Kappa Theta Chorus .
... Jamaica Farewell
Tau Kappa Epsilon Quartet ..
Standing on the Corner
Beta Sigma Psi Chorus .
Gentle on :'IIy :'IIind
Kappa Alpha Quartet .
Cp, Cp and Away
Sigma Nu Quartet.
.. Lady :'IIadon na
P i Kappa Alpha Quartet .
Beatie :'IIedley
Sigma Phi Epsilon Chorus
The Halls of Iv)'
Pi Kappa Phi Quartet .
Born Free
Kappa Alpha Chorus
Rocky Road
Sigma Pi Quartet .. .
Kappa Sigma Chorus
Paul Revere's Ride
Phi Kappa Theta Quartet .... .. INhere Have All the Flowers Gone'
........ .. Get :'lIe to the Ch urch on T ime
Pi Kappa Alpha Chorus
...... Theme From Hallelujah Trail
Sigma N u Chorus .
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GUEST EDI TORIAL

On Student Power.

• •

Th is article is reprinted from The Gua rdian , an indepe nd ent
ra d ical weekly newspaper pub lished in New York City. Any repri nting must carry a credi t line to t hat effect.
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Lester, author of Look Ollt Whlfey, Black Power's GOII' Get YOllr Mama,
writes a weekly column, "From the Other Side of the Tracks," for
the Guardian.
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By JULIUS LESTER
The GUARD IAN - College Press Service
A student movement has its own built-in limitations, both in terms
of how much it can do and how much it can understand . In some
ways a student movement tends to be artificial because the student lives
in an artificial environment - the university . Thus, it is natural that
a student movement generally concerns itself with issues that the
majority of society has hardly any time at all to be concerned about.
This is good to a point. \Vithout the student demonstrations against
the war, there would've been no antiwar movement. \Vithout student
consciousness of racism, blacks would be even more isolated and
vulnerable to attack.
A student movement evolves to an inevitable point where it realizes
that wars and racism are the manifestations of an inhuman system
and if wars and racism are going to be stopped, the system itself
mUSt be stopped and another created. And it is at this point that
a student movement reaches the boundaries of its inherent limitations .
When this juncture is reached, the student movement finds its members becoming increaSingly frustrated and the movement seeks to relieve that frustration thr ough activism and/or by turning its attention
to changing the students' immediate environment , the univerSity .
A student movement which concerns itself with bringing about
changes within the university is engaging in an act which can have
all the appearances of being important, while being, in essence, quite
unimportant. Regardless of how unending one's stay in a univerSity
may seem, the fact yet remains that after four years of serving time,
the student leaves. The univerSity is a temporary society for most who
live within its confines and as such, any radical activity aimed at it is
of limited value.
Because the univerSity is a temporary society, any movement coming from it is danger of being temporary. The next student generation may have more traditional interests than the one which kept
the campus in an uproar during the preceding four years. And while
student movements are characterized by a great willingness to con front the reigning social authority, there is nothing inherent in a
student movement that will insure its evol ution into a radical movement once the students leave the univerSity.
Perhaps the greatest liability of a student movement is that it is
only able to speak to other students. While this is of limited value,
the fact still rema ins that there is perhaps no group more powerless than students. Not only are students without power, t he instruments of power are not even part of their world . If all students went
on strike, it wouldn't cause the society to pause in its step. The most
that a student movement can do is to disrupt. The power to disrupt,
however, cannot be equated with the power to make a revolution.
A student movement is only a revolutionary force when it can act as
an adjunct with other forces in the SOCiety. It is needless to say that
such a situation does not presently exist.
\Vhen student radicals leave the campus, they can avoid coming
into direct contact with other forces in the society by creating their
own little words where they continue to live with each other, talk
only to each other and remain unconcerned about the concrete problems which most people have to face. The student radical is never
heard talking about a rise in the price of milk, new taxes, real wages
or doctor bills. The student radical creates his own society in which
money is not an overriding problem and because it isn't , the student
radical thinks that revolution is all about love, because he has time to
think about love. Everybody else is thinking about surviva l.
No matter how radical a student may be, his radicalism remains
virgin until he has had to face the basic problems which everyone
in the society has to face - paying the rent evel-y month . It is easy
to be radical when someone else is underwriting it. It is all too easy
to belittle the Wallace-supporting factory worker when one does not
know the constant economic insecurity and fear under which that
factory worker lives.
\Vhile the goal of revolution is the creation of the new man, turn
to revol ution when that becomes the only means of satisfying their
material need s . They do not become revolutionaries because of any
ideas about the new man.
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JIM CRAVENS

Expanding Population Sighted
As Means of World Destruction
FULTON, Mo . (CPS) - In a
pessimistic lecture to Westminster
College studen ts h ere Nov. 12,
British scientist and philosopher
C. P. Snow said he is no longer
su r e what chance the world has
of surviving th e inevitable collision of expand in g p opulation and
dwindling food supply.
Although he lauded students
for their idealism, h e sa id their
protests were too often inspired
by cCtrivial"

causes - trivial con1-

pared with the overw helming problem of human su rvival. Protests
and dis r uption, he said, only contribute to the state of "uneasiness
and fear" that will make impossible the kind of cooperation that
saving half the world from starvation will require ten years from
now .
"The major catastrophe wi I I
happen before the end of the century . We shall, in the r ich countries, be surrounded by a sea of
famine.
.The political conseq uences are hard to imagine
Many in rich countries are so selfish that they would, and maybe
will, be will ing to get richer and
use the technological superiority
their riches gives them to fight
off the hungry millions outside."

of siege. "

a wee k unde rest ima te th ose fo rces.

H e cited the stud ent ri ots in
France last s p ri n g as an example
of a "seemingly innocu o us" event
which he th in ks added to the world
cr isis :

" B ut th e cost of b ringin g the
fo rces into p lay ca n b e very great.
You k now that in the United
States . It tends to m ake the whole
society look inward. The French
society is now lo oking inward.
And that was the las t thing that
we - if we have any co ncer n about
the wo rl d - wanted to happen ."

"There was idealism th e r e.
Some university reforms, which
ought to have been made a lo n g
time ago, were achieved . But, o n
the world scale - in the light of
th e crisis in which these st udents
are going to live their m id dl e agethey did har m .
.Most of the
population of Fra n ce has been
thrown back, like th e rest of us,
to th is state of contemp o rary s ieg e
.T he fo rces which hold o u r
advanced soc'iety togethe r are very
strong . Only people whose vis ion
of th e future is limited to about
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This fate, according to Snow,
is inevitable unless long before
then both rich and poor countries
have cooperatively worked to revolutionize food production and cut
back population increases.
Snow, who said the events of
1968 have led him to despair that
a solution can be found in time,
said the common reaction to the
death, war and violence around us
is "huddling together in our little groups for comforts' sake behaving as if we were in a state

" One hea r s yo ung peopl e ask·
ing fo r a cause. Th e ca use is here.
It is the bigges t s in g le cause in
hi sto ry. It is the duty, perha ps
m ost of all o f the generati ons
which are go ing to live in what
is n ow the futu re, to keep before
the wo rld its lon g -ter m fat e. Peace.
Food. No m o re p eople than the
ea rth can take . . Th at is the cause."

BOB MILDENSTEIN
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OUR MAN HOPPE

What

Once upon a tim e in th e co un tr), called \\"onderf ul and th ere was
turmoil on the college ca mpuses.
\\"hite st udents shouted , " Student freedom!" Black stu den ts
shouted, " Black freedom I " Professors shouted, " Academic freedOI11 P' And everybody threw
rocks , smashed furnitur e and
otherwise es tablished meaningful
int erperso na l re lat io n sh i p s I110stly with the cops.
The publi c grew furiou s. " Freedom, bah! " said the pub li c.
"These smart kids just don 't appreciate the \'alue of a good college educa ti on. "
And the publi c ada man tl y refused to build any more co ll eges.
The impasse was resolved by
the noted educator , Dr. F. D avid
Skawrewe. "\\"h at is obviously
needed ." he said, "is a radical re\'ision of our entire system of higher education. Let us begin by
ask ing ourselves what is the purpose of going to co ll ege' "
After much study , Dr. Skawrewe issued a report showing that
the purpose of going to coll ege
lI'a- to read an average of 123.7
book, that no one wou ld ever

ot herwise read.

* * *

" Who," said Dr. Skawrewe triumphantly, " in a li fet ime of heavy
reacling would ever curl up wit h
Beowulf' Or with Introductory
Aerodynam ics? Or The Life Cycle of the Axo lotl? Or The Collected Works of Wordsworth?
" ~o, if it were not for acquiring
a good coll ege education , these
works no one wants to read wou ld
go unread~ n
Once Dr. Skawrewe had put
his fin ger on the essence of a good
college education , the necessary
radical chan ge in the system became all too apparent.
. T he publi~ universally approved
hi s concept fo r a new college and
at las t Ska\\,rewe Lniversity opened its gates.
I t consisted of two ivy-clad
halls - the \\'est Cell Block for
:\Ien and the Eas t Cell Block for
\\'omen. Each student wa s pro vided with an individual , sou ndproofed cell contain ing a cot , a
basin , a chair and 12 3.7 books no
one wanted to read.
" \\,ith no outside distractions ,"
expla ined Dr. Skawrewe proud ly ,
" we feel the stud ent will not only
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read these books willin gly but
speedily - thus acquiring a good
co ll ege educat ion in as littl e as
13.2 months."
At first all went well. Incoming
freshmen moped around for a fe\\'
days in their cel ls, But soon each
picked a book from his stack and
began to read it. Soon his eyes
wou ld glaze, oon he would cast
it aside and try another. SOOIl
the ca mpus wa s in a turmoil.
" 'hite students ,shou ted, " St udent freedom! " Black students
shouted " Black freedom! " The
guards sholrted , " Academic fr eedom! " And everybody smashed
their cots, threw their chai rs an d
otherwise established mean ingful
interpe r s ona l relation s hip s mostly with the :\ at ional Guard ,
\\'hich was ca ll ed o,ut to quell the
riot.
" I can 't understand it," said a
defea ted Dr. kawrewe , "Though
we've ra dicall y changed the whole
system of hi gher education , the
students behave exactly as th ey
did before."

* * *'

:'IIoral:
The pub lic's ri ght.
These smart ki ds just don 't apprecia te the value of a good co l,
lege education.
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Value Is Education?

Clocks
To the C \IR Administration:
Si rs.
This letter is intended to bring
your attention an lll1neCessary ov,
ersight on your part. I refer to
the lack of clocks in the new li brary and mechanical engin eering
annex.
This omission is an unnecessa ry
and easih' remedied inconvenience
to both 'student and facu lty. A
student who stops in the library
between classes runs the risk that
he may be late for his next class.
or even mi ss it en ti rely . In structors, unaware of the ti'me, lecture
pas t the normal class time, callSing mad dashes across the campus
to reach the next class. Th is
problem is fac ed bv both students
and instructors, ,
[ realize that almost every
clock on the L:lIR campus keeps
different time, and they 're wrong

1 1; u LJJi
IVI vt'VV"~
By PHYLLIS McNALL Y

The bir th of modern ar t came
about through the breakdown of
fo rmer art types and rules of
form. One of the first such detenoratlOns of former pr inci ples
ca me about through the destruc,
lion of volume by line.
Reali sm in stinctively drew from
"material evidence " the soli d sub·
stance of objects which can be
perceived by the sense of touch.
At the end of the nineteenth
century , symbolism brought back
the value of intuition. Solidity

anyway , but I submit that clocks
in these bui ldings will at least give
everyone an approximation of the
correct time.
Thank you .
Timothy Corbett

Watts
Dear Editor:
Aiter reading thi s weeks copy of
the llJill cr, I am seriously consid,
erin g never touchin g one again.
First of all , the article about
Daniel \\'atts \\'as one of the
most tainted pieces of yello\\'
journalism that I have been.
[ used to feel that the Min er
\\'as \\'orth the time that it took
to read it. Howe\·er. no\\' I have
seri ous doubt s as to its credibility.
The letter to the editor \\'as a
resounding slash against me and
m\' fello\\' :\Iiners. Its author
s t~rted off \\'ith innuendos against
the intellectual quality of our

'~/)
t:::
~

lUI

V't'~

lost its importance. Instead , arti sts preferred undulating arabesqlles boundl'110' flat area s of
co lor
tone.
b
This feelin a affected not on ly

ca mpu s. He then proceeded to
mali gn :\11'. \\' atts and th e pr incipl es for which he sta nds. By
use of immature accusations and
nit-pick ing. the author tried to
give a fal se picture of the lecture
and arou se racist feelin gs in a
group of basicall y open-minded indi viduals.
Obviously. he didn 't really listen too closely to :\11'. " 'att s because C. :\1. doesn 't kno w the dif fer ence between Jack Daniels sour
mash and Johnnie \\'alker Black
Label.
Final]". he I)fOceeded to quote
AbrahamJ Lincoln to prove his
so-called point. :\Iay I remind
you that \\,ill iam Shakespeare
al so is a good source of quotes.
In the lIJ erchant oj Vellice
Shakespeare said someth ing to the
eff ec t that even the Devil can
quote Scripture when it suit s his
purpose.
Indignantly.
:\1. T. J.

All ~L
'V

gra phic artists. but al so painters
such as Toulouse-Lautrec . The inf1u ence of the Japanese color
prints was vi sible in the works of
Van Gogh.

By WAllY EDWARDS

My father is a rather disgruntled individual who has always
been annoyed by the fact that our campus is one of relative harmony and acceptance of the twentieth century , While other schools
enjoy the notoriety of student unrest, ours remains in a conservative limbo. We have no lie-ins. We wear no love beads And
although this situation is ideal for educational purposes, it' leave~
stranded those poor parents like my father who crave the status
of having offspring involved in the collegiate rebellion .
Well, this week I'm going to do my part to correct this obvious
deficiency as I introduce my new "underground" format. For a
few moments, forget that you are reading a Midwest college newspaper and imagine that your hair reaches your shoulders, your
clothes haven't been changed for eight weeks , and for lack of
something better, you have decided to meditate on the floor of
the most convenient Un iversity building with your underground
magazine which contains the following discordant items:
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;;::R:;istration Is Scheduled
For Week of December 9th
During the week of December
9, 1968, students enrolled for the
1968 fall semester are expected to
meet with their advisors to select
courses to take for the spring semester. In the past much confusion has existed concerning who
should preregister. All stud ent s
are expected to preregister regardless of mid-semester grades. Students whose mid grade reports
contain the message " Ineligible to
pay fees early" should sti ll preregister, however, they will not
be allowed to pay fees ea rly unless special arrangements can be
made in th e Registrar's Office
during the week of Dec. 9th.
Again this semester each advisor
will be furnished a schedule which
will be posted near his office. By
placing your name on this schedule you will be able to reserve a
date and time when both of you
are able to work on your preregistration schedu le . Studen ts are
required to turn their preregistration schedules in to the R egistrar's
Office on or before December 13,
1968.
The timetable shown below wi ll
be used to prevent e\'eryone from
attempting to turn in thei r sched ules at th e same time. A student
who turns in his schedule early in
the week \\'i ll not have any ad \'antage over a student who turns
in his schedule on December 13 .
Preregistration schedules will be
accepted in the Registrar's Office
according to the following plan:
:\Ionday, December 9 - From
students whose surnames begin
with A-D.

numbers will be listed in the
" Spring Schedule of Classes." The
dummy course numbers are necessa ry because of variable credi t
(section A is a five cred it hour
Wednesday, December II From students whose surnames be- course but section B is only a
four credit hour course), variable
gin with A - N.
content (section A is for Mathematics majors , but section B is
Thursday, December 12
From students whose surnames be- for engineers), etc.
gin with A - S.
Af ter th e sta rt of th e spring seFriday, December 13 - From mester the dummy course numbers
students whose surnames begin will be changed to actual course
with A - Z.
numbers.

Tuesday, December 10 - From
students whose surnames begin
with A - J.

The same procedure will be used
for the spring, as last fall , to attempt to schedule students, whenever possible, into the sections
with the meeting times preferred
by each student. Since it wi ll not
always be possible to honor all of
the requests for certain sect ions,
the students falling into one of
the four special categories outlined
in front of the spring schedule of
classes will be given first chance
to select the sections they need.
Assignment of remaining s tudents to sections will be done by
arranging students in order_ by
date of first enrollment a t l):\IR
and as long as possible requests
for particula r sections will be
honored. Since all sections of all
courses can not be offered at popular times it will be necessa ry to
do some changing to balance sections .
In several courses. where it is
necessary to spec i fy a part icular
section of a course, dummy course

Phi Beta Iota Installed as
Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi
The Pi Kappa Phi social fraternit\,' at C:\IR receind its charter f;om the national Pi Kappa
Phi organization in ceremonies on
campus on :\O\'ember 22 to 24.
The fraternity, located at I iO.J
Pine. was forme rl\' the Phi Beta
To ta fraternity local organization fou nded on campus in 1965.
The group became a colony of Pi
Kappa Phi in the fall of 196 i.
The C:\IR (Gamma Lambda
chapter) is the 6 1st chapter of
the fraternity in the country. The
l':\IR organization ha s 34 charter
members:
C:\IR Chancellor :\Ierl Baker
and :\Iel :\Ietcalfe . past nationa l
presid ent of Pi Kappa Phi from
Port Arthur, Texo, spoke at the
fraternity banquet Saturday evening at the Carne\' :\Ianor. Others
from the nati onai office in Charlotte, :\. Co, attending ceremonies
during the weekend were Durward Owen , executi\'e director:
Tom Dalton , director of alumni
affairs, and Lewis Bowen, field
secretary.
Also attending was
Elmer Jost, national chaplain
from Leland, Fla.
Professor G. G. Skitek of the
U:\IR electrical engineering faculty will serve as chapter adviser .
:\fembers of the advisory board
are Dr. Paul Proctor. dean of the
School of Science: Dr. Thomas
Beveridge, chairman of geologica l
engineering and geology: and Dr.
Raymond \'enable of the chemistry faculty.
Chapter officers are Joseph :\lcBride, archon or president: Rich-

a

ard Grsch , chaplain: Eugene \Yellin ghoff, treasurer ; 'Denni s Het zel, secretary: :\lichael Ingram.
warden; and Ronald Dierolf. historian.
Alumni of l':\IR initiated as
charter members a re: :\lichael \ '.
Tulloch. Gary Sidebottom, Larry
"-esner, Kennith Anderson. Lonny
Ludwig , Thomas Spencer. and
Ronald :\losher.
Charter undergraduates initi ated are: Paul Scherr er. :\lichael
Schnettler. Ronald Lotl. :\lichael
:'Ilueller, Thomas Snow, Alan
Lammi, Kenneth Jungerman , Phil·
lip Klema. Orner Roberts. \Yilliam
Studyvin, C. Scott Ca menzind.
Robert Bentzinger, :\Iario Gioia.
Donald Langford. \Yilliam \Yi s\\'ell, and Lawrence Senes.

Complete instr uctions for preregistration , early registration and
regular registration will be found
in front of "Spring Schedu le of
Classes" which wi ll be available
in the Registrar's Off ice D ecember 6.

II

UMR Opinion Poll ]

With the coming of January Com mencement , there has been some
concern about the need for a January Bac~alaurea.te. With this in mind,
the Min er is conducting a poll of senIOrs try1l1g to determIne the
interest.
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MINER POLL
JANUA RY BACCALAUREATE
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Am interested in January Baccalaureate.
Am not interested in January Baccalaureate.

Na me: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:
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Drop in MINER box. 1st floor , Roll a Bui lding.
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UMR Student Opinion Sought
On Special Bus Scheduling
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Depending upon studen t interest , UM R can have bus transportation to Springfield, Kansas City,
St. Louis or other desired destinations for the various holidays and
vacation s.
Mr. Paul Geringer, District
i\l arketing Supervisor for Central
Greyhound Lines, suggested the
possibility of arranging student
chartered buses for t hose students
in need of transportation home .
Many other colleges across the
nation have a set- up simila r to
this. Buses would leave from the
campus and arrive at designated
destinations in St. Louis or wherever there may exist enough interest to provide for a bus. This
would eliminate many of the t ransportation difficulties encountered
by st uden ts seek ing a way hom e

for the holidays. There would
also be a substantial sav ings over
the regular bus fare from Rolla
to other various cities.
Mr. Bur ton , Director of Student Per"onnel , has stated: " A
transportation
arrangement
of
this nature would prove invaluable
as another studen t service of
UM R. However , studen t interes t
will decide the issue. " Any studen t interested in establish ing an
a rrangement of this sort for those
holidays to come , should stop by
the Student Personnel Office and
fill out a form indicating desired
dates and times a nd desired destinations. There wo uld be no obl i-

gation on the part of the student
should an arrangement be made
with Greyhound Lines.

NOTICE!
Cellar Door coffeehouse
will be open for Christmas
Party weekend on December 6 and 7 from 9:00 p. m.
to 12:30 a . m , at the Episcopal Parish House, 10th
and Main Streets, The Daar
will feature the best in lacal
entertainment, unusual
films, and the New Haven
Nightmare.
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New Official UMR Class Rings
BY l. G. BALFOUR CO.

NOTICE

BULOVA ACCUTRON
Wesley Foundation Wednesday evening program,
December 4, 6 p, m . will be
the dedication and open
house at the New Wesley
House, 403 West 8th Street.
(Just south of the First
Methodist Church ,) Everyone is welcome.

HOT LINE BUDGET PLAN SPREADS YOUR OIL HEAT PAYMENTS
OVER 9 MONTHS . .. AND INSURES YOU WHILE YOU PAY!
NO INTEREST OR CARRYING CHARGE
J. W. Van Haoser found out from o il heat customers here in
Rolla how they prefer to pay.
The result is our Hot Line insured 9 -m onth budget terms.
Tailor-made for you. You also get Sta-Ful automatic Delivery,
instant credit and 24· hour emerge ncy o il deliv e ry service.
You'll be happier wi th Hot Line - modern oi l's most mod ern heating serv ice.

DIAMONDS and ENGRAVING
WATC H REPAIRING

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

Cht

nev

war
Ii

TU ES DAY NIG HT SPECIAL
"Small Pizza & Bud $1.00"
BUD ON TAP
$1.00 per Pitcher

CALL 364-1943 - Day or Night
J. W. VAN HOOSER, Agent
Rolla, Missouri
You expect more from Standard and you get it.

1009 PINE

PHONE 364-3122
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WASHI N G T O N (CPS) - Alt ho ugh t h e natio n 's grad uate
schools did n ot face the 70 per
cent reduction in fa ll enrollment
some pred icted last yea r becau se
of the draft , the seco nd semeste r
crunch may hurt the m bad ly ,
!lIost unive rsities were taken by
surprise this fall, when the 25 50 per cent of thei r students expecting to be d rafted returned, to
school after all. Some UnlVers ltles,
which had accepted more graduate students than they could hand le
in order to make u p for the d raft's
toll, have been faced with money
and housing shortages - and too
many students.
They had failed to calculate this
fall's elect ion and its ramifications
on the draft in their estimates last
spring.
If February, when the Selective Service System an noun ced that
graduate students would no longer be deferred "in the national
interest," both un iversities and the
government predicted that schools
might lose up to 70 per cent of
their first-vear students. They forecast a gre;t increase in female and
middle-aged graduate students.

Selective Se rvice officials predicted that students would make up
of the stUt . as much as 90 per cent of the
ment be ~2~1 draft call-ups in many states. The
nes.
Defense Department said 63 per
cent of the 240,000 d raftees predicted for 1969 would be students.
Students made up 3.8 per cent
this year.
coffeehouse
But the crunch fai led to mar Christmas
on Decem· terialize this fall. For one thing ,
draft calls beginning in Jury were
1 9:00 p. m.
drastically lower than those for
It the Epis·
previous months . And they will
ouse, 10lh
stay that way until January when
s. The Door
besl in local the elections are well over.
How much calls will rise will
'/ unusu al
~ew Hoven
depend on the manpower needs
of the armed fo rces, the status of
the Vietnam war, and the mood of
the new President. But they are
sure to rise at least a little, accord -

eE!

ing to Mr s. Betty Vetter, an officia l of t h e Scientific Manpower
Commission, a private research
agency in Washington .
H er prediction is based on the
fact th at draft calls for the last
few years have run in 18-month
cycles; the high point of the latest
cycle is due in January 1969.
Whatever the increase, it is sure
to hit students ha rder next semester; under present draft regulations, the oldest eligible males
ar e first to go , and graduate students newly classified I -A are perfect targets. Those who receive
induction notices during the present school term are allowed to
stay in school to finish the term ,
but must then report for induct ion.

But despite the fact that total
graduate enrollment has changed
very little - in numbers, the edict
has not been without effect.
Graduate schools at several univer sities have reported drops in enr ollment from one to 20 per cent.
Professional schools seem harder
hit than most. At Valparaiso Univer siry, 25 of 150 students enrolled in the Law School didn't regiSter in Septem ber. Lehigh University reports a 13 per cent decrease
in enrollment.

this yea r , knowing they are Sitting
at op the proverbia l powder keg
and may get the letter any day,
are unusually nervous and fearfu l.
Universities, which opposed the
move to end graduate deferments ,
are reacting to their students' concern in many ways . Several heavily graduate universities. among
them Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, have announced that
students whose ed ucation is interrupted by the draft - either for
two years of service or for a jail
sentence for resistance - will later
be able to resume their degree
work where they left off, and will
stand a good chance of having
their fellowships renewed.
Several schools are also investigating new degree programs like
MIT's five-year engineering program - in which the student does
not offiCially receive h is bachelor's
degree until he receives his master's in a fifth year (and so is
classed an an undergraduate for
five years).
The institutions are understandably vexed. !I[any of them - like
their students - concurred with
the 1967 recommendations of the
President's Commission on the

Draft. The Commission's report
suggested a two-pronged attack on
the draft's present inequities and
injustices: abolition of student deferments alld reversal of the present
oldest-first system so that 19-yearolds would be drafted first - preferably by lottery.
Fairness and equiry required
that both those steps be taken;
if they had been, the draft, unfairness to the poor and uned ucated
would have been partially corrected, and at the same time education and technical skills would
have been supported .
As it happened, policy-makers
decided to implement only part

of the recommen dations, h oping
that their move would be popular
with those voters who consider
that students are un-American and
should be drafted, and would at
the same time be lauded as needed
reform.
Now the results of their attack
on "poinry-headed intellectuals"
will be felt, not only by the sch ools
- which cannot help but be weakened - and the Army, which is
discovering that it doesn't like "uppiry students" in its ranks anyway, but by those elements in the
nation which depend on educated
(and reasonably contented) men
and women for existence and
growth.

LOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE

Get your own Photo poste r. Send an y Blac k and White o r
Color Ph oto. Also 4!lny how spd per or magazine pho t o.

PERFECT POP ART

A 525.00 Value for

Poster ro lled and mailed in sturdy
tube . O rigi na l returned undamaged.
Add
for posta'ge a nd handling
for EA CH item ordered, Add local
Sales Tax . No C.O.D. Send cneck
1..0511 or M , J . To :

2x3 Ft- S350

.soc

PHOTO MAGIC

314 Ft.-S7 .50
F,.me 10,2.3 Ft. Po" .r only $3.50

210 E. 23 rd St., De pt. 425 A C-100, New York, N. Y.
Deale r
uiri es Invited

And at many schools, graduate departments found that women
and olde r (over-26) men made
up larger portions of their enrollees than ever before. Some
schools claimed that their students
ar e of lowe r abiliry than they would
have been before the draft .
Such intangible evidence as decline in graduate school quality
is, of course, almost impossible
to document. More o b vious and
evident, though, is a decline in
mora le among grad uate students.
Young men faced with the prosp ect of b ein g drafted have always
b een bu rdened with an overwhelmin g anxiery few other people experience. And graduate students

r

gs

AS FOR ME,
I REALLY
PREFER CHECKS!
Don't we al l' Once
you've had your own
checking account, you'll
never go back to paying
bills wi th cash. Who
wants to waste so much
time when checks are
so easy to mail?

~

=I
IAL

OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT WITH US SOON

Rolla State Bank
Downtown
210 West 8th St.

Hillcrest
Hwy_ 72 & Rucker

The Drive In Ban k With Parking

m

Rolla, Missouri
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UMR Power Plant Proves Vital
For Daily Campus Activity
By Dav id Mei er

How often have you walked
behind the Rolla building with
the sun blazing and not a cloud
in the sky and suddenly discovered it was raining on you? Or have
you ever wondered what the double smoke stacks stood for? How
about that coal pile on state Street?
All these mysterious phenomena
are due to the unnoticed power
plant that keeps uS from freezing
o r reading in the dark.
In an interview with Corbet
Sherman, chief engineer at the
UMR power plant, all the secret
functions of the power plant were
revealed. There are fou r main services the plant performs. It provides steam , electricity, compre sed
air, and checks our water. The
steam is centrally heated in the
power plant. No heating systems
as such are within any individual
building. Coal is burnt to boil
steam and that is piped to all the
buildings . Air conditioning, on the
other hand, is not controlled here,
but the energy used for running
the air conditioners in the building comes from this steam sYStem.
Contrary to popular opinion,
the coal u ed to produce the
steam does not seep through a
hole under the pile. In fact, that
coal is only used when the daily
supp ly is insufficient or on weekends w hen the coal company
doesn't make deliveries. Usually
about two weeks reserve (850
tons) is kept piled on the lot on
tate Street. The daily supply of
coal is trucked in and d un\ped
into a hopper on the south ide
of the plant and carried on in.
Although the daily supply varies,
weather s uch as we are having
now calls for about 55 tons a
day.
~tuch of our electricity is generated at the UMR power plant.
W'e have a thousand kilowatt generator. one five hundred, and twO
two hundred and fifty kilowatt
powerhouses. This electricity is
sent out to the buildings through
the "rad ial" sys tem at 2400 vol ts.
Some of the new buildings will
acquire their electricity at 12,470
volts. In either case, the voltage
is stepped down at the building
to 208V or 110V 0" whatever the
particular department need s. The

remainder of our electricity comes
from Union Electric.
Two air compressors supply a
steady stream of air at the rate of
two hundred fifty and four hundred
cubic feet per minute . This air is
then piped to the chem, M.E., materials research , and other buildings that use it.
In addition to providing these
utilities, the power plant performs
tests on our water. One check
makes sure the right amount of
chlorine is in the water. The other
checks to see if our water is soft
enough .
Even the ringing of the bells
is controlled here. In ~[r. Sherman's office is a computer-type
device that can operate any electrical system that runs on a time
schedule. Right now it is only
hooked up for the bells, but it
could conceivably run six separate
systems. In the mechanism a small
drum rotates in much the same
manner as a music box , but much
more slowly, once a day. On the
drum are rows of prongs. If a
prong is broken out of a particular column in one row, that
space will cause a circuit to be
completed and the bell will ring.
Break out the ~Ionday prong, the
A . ~!. one, the seven hour one,
the third ten-minute prong, and
the zero minute prong, and you
have the bell everyone hates to
hear. A large space where there
are no rows of prongs is for
night when no bells ring .

inspections and to erect a scaffolding for re p airs as was done
a few years ago with th e south
stack.

. g over
::; as we
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j ~e undel
',olla. The:

Being built in 1945 it was beginning to show signs of age. so
the univerSity had it remortared,
the cast iron cap reset and had
the whole stack bound with steel
bands. Now it is as strong if n ot
stronger than t he north stack
which was bui lt in 1963.
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Join a leader
In the fast growing
field of rocket
and missile propulsion

NOTICE!
Traffic Safety announces
that Area 36 (Drill Field)
is now open to free parking . No permit is required
to use this area. Students
are encouraged to use west
entra nce located off State
street.

COM PONENTS -

TV SETS New & Used

PHONE 364-4332
ROLLA, MO.

PHONE 364-6131

- BEER SP E CIAL V:! BARREL BUD _____ _ 17.85
B D ______________ . ____ 1.02
SCHLITZ --------------- .97
1., BARREL SCHLITZ
FALSTAFF _____________ .97
-- 17.85
LIQU OR 5th

4.19
5.63
4.60
3.92
3.49

5th

Beefeater Gin ___________
509 London Dry Gin ______
Cutty Sark ______________
Johnnie Walker (Red) ___

3.09
3.09
6.49
6.32

WE ALSO HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF DOMESTIC WINES , IMPORTED
WINES AND CORDIALS.
MOST O F THE BOTTLES ARE CHRISTMA S WRAPPED AND IN MANY BEAUTIFUL DECANTERS .
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Located 25 miles south of Washington. D C
Indian Head IS close to the cultural. SOCial and
SCientifiC advantages of the Nation's Capital offenng
opportunities for pleasant s"Durban or country life
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Engineering
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EXPLORE tne potential for profeSSional achievement at the Naval Ordnance Station. Indian Head.
Maryland.
Few technical fields offer you as many oppor·
tunltles for an excl llllg and rewarding career as the
rapidly growing field of chemical propulSion. Indian
Head IS a recognized leader In research. development, production. and evalua ti on of propellants and
rocket propulSion systems and has advanced the
statc·of-the·art of chemical propulSion through
participation With the Department of Defense and
~IASA Indian Head has made Important contributions to the Polans, Poseidon. and SideWinder
propulSion systems as well as Virtually every missile
system In use by the Fleet todav

near mountain and shore Tesorts

Seagram 7 ______________
V. O. __________________
Old Taylor ___________ . __
Old Glenmore ___________
509 Special Reserve ______
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:R campus.
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807 ROLLA ST.
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The power plant , in other
words, provides for us all those
things we take for granted. hould
anyone of these systems fail, it
would cause confusion and delay
in the functions of the university
itself. We can thank the people
over at the U~!R power plant that
that is not the case.

VANCE ELECTRONICS

11 6 WEST 8t h STREET

som

1 baPPY

Finally the r e are the "rainmaker" cooling towers . The large
tower cools the big thousand kilowatt turbine while the small one
cools the smaller turbines, the
diesel engines, and the air compressors. I n winter when they ice
up , the cooling towers can be
de-iced by reverSing the fans on
top and dr iving the heat back into the system.

Before you start climbing those
smoke stacks so many consider
symbols of U~IR, you might be
interested in knowing that they
are about 175 feet high and toxic
fumes from the coal burning come
out o f the top. About the only
people who go up there and have
a chance of getting down are the
professional stack workers. They
generally climb up there to make

TV REPAIR -

~t Christlf

Science
Aerospace Electronics Electncal
ChemlstlY
Chemical Industrial Mechamcal
PhYSICS
Liberal career Civil Service benefits Includ,'
graduate study at nearby universities With tUition
expenses reimbursed
~
Na val Ord na nce St ati o n
Indian Hea d. Ma ryl a nd 20640

Representative on Campus
Tuesday, December 10
For Intervtew. contact your placement o ffice

An EQual OPPOrliJnfCY Employer
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Deprived Children Benefit
As Seasonal Spirit Spreads

II Greek Project II Indepen dent
The Christmas Spirit is rapidly
creeping over the UMR campus.
Greeks as well as Independents
are planning Holiday festivities
for the underprivileged families
of Rolla . These projects are executed in a variety of ways but
the common element in every project is helping others and try ing
to make someone else a little
more happy.
The U~1R IFC in its ever expanding effor ts to serve the community this year in helping to
improve the public relations between the town of Rolla and the
campus, has adopted several
Christmas projects of real worth .
One of the projects will consist
of a gala Christmas party held for
one hundred underprivile dged
children from the Rolla area. It
will be held on Saturday, D ec . 7,
on Christmas party weekend , at
the Lions Club D en. Santa Claus
and his helpers from the IFC will
be there in force to try and make
this a very en joyable Christmas
for these deserving kids. This
idea was envisioned by President
Cecil Taylor and the traditions of
manl' of the fratern iti es on the
n IR campus. As in the past,
though, each of the fraternities
11111 take some of the children
back to their respective houses for
further Christmas treats with
these fraterni ty men and their
dates.
Another important project born
out of the IFC Christmas spirit
will be the adopting of twenty
needy families in the Rolla area ,
one for each fraternity , and presenting them with a Christmas
basket. Each basket will consist
of various articles of clothing for
each member of the family and a
Christmas dinner.
The money, toys, and other
items needed to make this IF C
project the success it \~ill be, will
be donated from the Rolla merchants and townspeople in a house
to house collection being held
from Dec. 2nd through D ec. 4th.
being conducted by the men in
~ray from the IFC.

PIa nS

By Mike Scllaejer

Friday afternoon December 6th
there will be twenty-eight anxious,
shIning faces awaiting arrival of
Santa Claus toting his usual sack
of Christmas cheer. The Independents are sponsoring a Christmas party for twenty-three men-

tally reta rded ch ildren who attend school at the Rolla Adminis[ration Building and five children
from the specia l Cereb ral Palsy
school. A complete program is
planned to includ e the usual
carols, games, and gi fts as well as
a visit from Saint Nick himself.
With help from the Rolla merchants, the Independents have
been able to plan a fun-packed
party which a ll the children should
enjoy.
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Noted Swiss Film "Mask"
Planned for UMR Viewing
" Die Ewige l\Iaske ," ("The
Eternal l\Iask"), second in the
series of German films to be
shown in the 1968-69 school year
will be open to all students in th~
Student Union Ballroom at 7:30
the even ing of December 4. English s ubtitles accompany the
so unds trip.
A Swiss film , " l\Iask " concerns
a young doctor 's fi ght to return to
the world of reality. A careful
a nd intelligent case history, the
story is one of the most widely

approved psychological films ever
produced . The Humanities D epartmen t is sponso ring this l'i\I R
screening of the picture.

NOTICE!
Preregistration for Spring
Semester is scheduled to
begin next week. (See arti.
c1e, page 7.)
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Martha Reeves
Will Entertain
At UMR Tonight
(Continued From Page 1)
was also uncertain of her future
employment as a young ad ult.

A business major in school,
she visualized the possibility of
Supervising an office staff, rather
than captivating a nightclub audi ence.
The other Vandella, Loi s
Reeves, Martha's 19-yearold Sister,
IS the newest addition to the trio.
She replaced second soprano Betty
Kelly, now venturing in the perfOrmihg arts as a soloist.
Before graduation from Eastern
fligh School in Detroit, Lois was
active in practically every vocal ensemble the school had to offer.
Judging from the glow that
she radiates on stage it's quit'
Obvious that the most'rewarding
eXperience with a singint; group
to date, is found in the talented
Unit that she shares with her older
SISter - Citations , plaques and all.

-

~~I never

feel like a rookie"

"Sure it's my first year with B&W, but I've been too
busy to think about that. I've been working in my field
all along, and the training sort of blends right in. "
If Randy Trost sounds like a B&W booster, you
should hear what his supervisor says about him.
We're looking for aggressive, talented young engineers like Randy. We want you if you want significant
responsibility from the start. In fact, we need more
engineers than ever before. That's because we're growing faster. Sales were $560 million last year. Up 17
per cent.
That's how it's been from the beginning. We started

Randy Trost, Wisconsin '61

out making steam generation equipment. That led to
atomic power stations, nuclear marine propulsion
equipment, refractories, specialty steel, machine tools,
computers, and closed-circuit TV. (And we still make
the best boiler in America.)
If you'd like to talk with Randy Trost about B&W,
call him collect at our facility in Lynchburg, Virginia,
AC 703 846-7361.
In the meantime, be on the lookout for the B&W
recruiter when he visits your campus.
The Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 East 42nd
Street, New York, New York 10017.

Babcock & Wilcox

Babcock & Wilcox will be at your schoot on DECEMBER 11 & 12, 1968
to interview bachelor and graduate degree candidates in Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Metallurgy, Metallurgical Engineering,
Nuclear Engineerin g, Physics, Mathematics, Ceramic Engineering, Welding Engineering
and Operations Research. Check your college placement office for exact times.

Student Council Debates
On Rollamo Controversy
By Mike Schaeffer
Tuesday, November 19th the
Student Council convened at its
second November :Yleeting. For
the first order of business, Rollarno editor Keith Wedge appeared
before the Council to explain and
answer questions about the controversial format changes proposed
for next year's Rollamo. The discussion climaxed as President Bob
Bruce a nnounced the reorganization of the Board of Tru stees fo r
Student Publications, a governing
body that had previously existed
in na me only. As described in the
school catalog, the board consists
of two Council-appoi nted fa culty
members, the editors and business
managers of the two student publica tions, four Council members and
the Director of Student Services.
It will become the boa rd 's job to
set tle the R ollamo controversy as
well as any others that may arise
in the future .
For the second order of business
the council debated whether to
con tinue the Student Council
award plaques. After listening to
the report of a fact- finding com mittee and discussing the matter
a t length , the council ultimately
decided to drop the award plaques
effective the beginning of this se mes ter. Awarded to students who
had a 3.0 or better grade point

average for any four semesters, the
plaques were scrapped mainly because of their expense in light of
the fact that a majority were never
picked up.
Tht third item on the evening 's
agenda was the High School Recruiting Committee report. It was
announced that all Student Council members are invited to visit
their respective high schools to
informaily discuss UMR with prospective students. This prognm
is in conjunction with the Registrar and each student is invited to
go to his high school Monday,
December 16th and talk to interested students. One may vol-

un teer by simply applying at the
Registrar's office.
The Gentral Lectures Committee reported that Martha and the
Vandellas have been booked for
December 4th and the Turtles are
scheduled to appear January 8th.
Ticket prices remain at $1.00 with
an activi ty card. Concl uding the
evening's business was the appointment of a committee to investigate the feasibi li ty of a passfail grading system which is simultaneously being considered at
Mizwu . After some short discussion on the matter the Council adjourned for the evening at 8: 15
p, m,
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(Continu ed From Column 2)

E"e n the casual observer will
notice the new and dynam ic aspects of the Space S~ience Research Cen ter. It s timula tes faculty and stucient part icipa ti on in
this type of research and produces
graduates capable of independent
research in a variety of forma l
d iscipl ines,

IUle Coli

Rolla, Mo,

c·]·64 \'iCl<

Take a
FLYING FLING

tempts may be made to p repare
new fe rroelect rics with use ful
electronic appli ca ti on . 2) In their
studies of magnet ic alh's of rare
earths with tr~nsiti on ~e t a l s Drs.
O' K eefe an d J a mes will attem p t
the prepa rati ons of bot h cong ruen t and inco nl(ruen t melting intermetall ic compou nds .
Four a reas of resea rch a re bein g
co nduc ted on P olvmer resea rch a\
the Center. I ) Dr. :'I1a,' han a nd
Dr. Day. a Co ll a bora tive- Research
I nvestigator, are study in g th e effect o f ga mma -rad iat ion on :'IDIA .
T he objec ti ve of thi s stu dy is to
de termine the mechan ism by
which clay minerals accelerate
poh'mer format ion durin g irra ti ation. 2) Dr . :'I1ayhan is 'a lso con ducting stud ies in hi gh temperat ure polymer. T he ultima te aim
of th is work is to sy nt hesi ze a
stable ladder type p;ly mer and
to comp letely cha racterize its
chemistry. 3) On nucleation a nd
crystallization of ultra -thin polymer films Dr. :'I Iay han will study
iso-therma l cf\'sta lli zation directly and \\'ill -ob ta in information
concerning the formation and
growth of primary nucleation
,ites prior to bul k cn'stallit
growth. 4) D rs. Joh nso~ and
.\[ayhan a re st udyi ng polymer
formation from the elec tro oxi da tion and reduction of orl(an ic compounds.
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KENMARK SPORTING GOODS

Research Center
Concentrates on
Variety of Aims
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4.79 ALBUMS

on OZARK, that is
Wi t h Ozark 's new W eekend Unlimited far e, you
ca n fl y to any of Ozark 's over 50 c it ies and back
again for just $30 plus tax ... as many ci ties as
you wan t to v isit, or just one cit y , ... you name
it , . . . a r e al Fl y ing Fling. L eav e an y tim e
Saturday, s tar t your final flight before six P .M .
the next day . So get up and go .
Call your trave l a gen t or Ozark Air Lines.
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After you've met
the challenge?
If you're the kind of Ci vil Engineer
we're looking for, you'll start searching for another one to conquer. H ere
at th e P ennsylvan ia Department of
Highways , we offer a host of challenges to the right man . B ut. to be
that right man , you've got to be pretty
special.
You see, we searc h out and encourage Civil Engineers whom we consider
capable of grasping a challenge ;
skilled men , comparable to the great
Engineers who are "building Tomorrow today in P ennsylvan ia ." If you
can measure up to the standards
necessary to fulf ill Penns ylvan ia 's S 10
billion plan to lead the nation in highways, we'd consider it a cha ll enge just
to get to know you.
A Pennsylvania Dep artment of
Highways Career Rep r esenta tive will
visit your campus . To ar r ange for a n
appointment, or if you desire
additional information, contact the
placement office .
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Key s Five 0pen With' wo Wins

UMRTopsSoutheastOklahoma State~
Hurt Sinks 25 in 70-64 Victory
By Doug Ross

ULAR

.98

.98

I

An offense which kept at least
one point ahead of the opposition throughout the game coupled
with a good moving defense gave
the Ui\!R cagers a 70-64 vlClory
agal'nst a team from Southeast
.
Oklahoma State Mond.ay eventng .
The win gives the Millers a 2-0
record for the young season.
Bob Hurt, 6 ' 3" guard, set the
scoring pace for the Miner s, scor-

ing 16 points while misSing only
one shot in the first half, on the
way to a 25 point game total.
Hurt and Lewis led in the Miner
reb a un d department with 10
apiece, followed closely by Don
Morford who snatched 9 rebounds
off the backboard.
Seven returning lettermen formed the backbone of the Oklahoma
team, including an all-letterman
starting sq uad. The Savages had

ttore Miners Face Lincoln

u.

Seek Third Straight Win
By Glenn Jensen
Led by high scorer Bob Hurt
and captain Wayne Lewis , the UMR
C.gers tackle Lincoln University
of Jefferson City in the first round
of the Southwest Baptist Tournament on Friday. December 6. The
lOurney, held in Bolivar, MU , follows !\VO consecutive triumphs by
Coach Billy Key's squad over Harris Teachers College and Southeast State Coll ege of Oklahoma .
Last year, the Miners beat John
Brown University 74-70 and
clinched the tournament crown
with 72-64 viClory over host Southeast Baptist. Randy Vessell led the
scoring in both games with 15
against John Brown and 19 against
Southwest Baptist.
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On December 10, the Miners
are pitted against i\lissouri Valley
College of Marshall. The Miners
will be trying to repeat their 8779 victory over the Vikings on
their way to bettering their 196768 record of 1 3 wins and 10
losses. Last year's game saw a
fine tea m effort in which Bob
Brown, Wayne Lewis, and Bob
Hun tied for game honors with
18 points apiece .
This year's team boasts more
height and has much better depth
than last year's record setting team
as the squad has seven men six
feet five inches and over. Tallest

Returning lettermen include
senior \Vayne Lewis, junior Bob
Hurt , sophomore Chuck Ferry,
junior Jim Perry, and junior Bob
Brown. Mike Wind ish, starting
guard for the team, was injured
part of last season, but showed
great promise with a 24 point
performance a ga ins t Northwest
Missouri State ..
Other squad members are freshmen Rob Sandhaus, John Lee,
Randy Deaver, Gary Edwards, Eric
Gredell, Earl Coleman, Randy Blalock, Larry Edwards, Mark Thornberry, and juniors Barry Koeneman and Billy Shanks . GaryThurmond , a hot-shooting guard from
Kansas City, is a sophomore at
UMR but stil l has four full years
of eligibility.
Sophomore Kent i\!ueller from
Affton, is a starter for the l\liners
and has shown outstanding talent
at the guard position.
Heading the Miners is coach
Billy Key and hi s assistants Gerald
Hedgepath and Randy Vessell.

Wayne Lewis Captains
1969 Basketball Squad
By lynn Lewellen
. Wayne Lewis, the lone return109 senior, will Capta in the 196869 Miner basketball squad . At
six feet fi ve in ches tall , Wayne
has proven to be a fine team lead er in the three years he has started at center. A senior in Civil
Engineering, Wayne is an active
member of M-Club Tech Club
and a student rep;esentative
the Athletics and University
Calendar Committees.
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team member is sophomore Don
Morford , who measures up to six
feet ten inches. Morford shares
the center spot with six foot eight
inch freshman Keith Davidson.
Don hails from Rolla and Keith
lives in SI. Louis. Another promising freshman is six foot eight inch
Rich Peters from Washington.

During hi s high school career
at Greenfield, ~I issour i , Wayne
was an outstanding athlete. H e
achieved Class-S All Sta te honors
two years each in footb all a nd
basketball. As a trackster he
holds the Class-S record in the
shot-put with a toss of fifty-five
feet eight inches.
In our interview two weeks

-

prior to the M iners' opener with
H arris Teachers College, Wayne
remarked that practice was becoming progressively more grueling in preparation for the season.
"Since J ohn H ead , Lori s Piepho
and Randy Vessell have gone I am
work ing on lea rning the individual
moves of the squad.

NOTICE!
In order to keep our
stadium in excellent playing condition, the Athletic
Department requests that
everyone remain off the
new Jackling Field.

* * *
Anyone interested in
playing baseball contact
Coach Key at the Athletic
Department.

averaged 70 points per game in
establishing a 3-1 record prior
to their loss to the Miners, although Oklahoma Coach Bowers
emphasized the fact that the team
depended on a strong defense
rather than offense. H e blamed
the loss on poor ball control by
the Oklahoma defense which allowed the Miners to take advantage of many scoring situations .
At half-time UMR had compiled a 39-32 lead, although eight
minutes later the lead had been
cut to only one point. The Miners
then went to work with a fast
break, bui lding a 10 point lead
in less than two minutes, with
5 :02 showing on the clock. A
tough man-an-man Miner defense
kept the Savages from ever taking the lead.
Mueller, Windish, M 0 r for d,
Lewis, Perry, and Davidson combined to provide the rest of the
Miner scoring punch. James Christanelli scored 27 points for the
Savages as their high point man.
Overall, the Miners grabbed 49
rebounds, compared to 34 for
Oklahoma.

Mike Windish drives for another bucket against Southeast
Oklahoma.

rmINER
UNIVtlUrTY Of MISSOURI • II:OUA

Teachers Flunk Miner Test,
Cagers Open With 60-49 Win
By Greg Zweig
Thi s last Saturday night the
Miners opened their basketball season with a 60-49 viClory over Harris Teachers College at the Rolla
High School gymnasium . As for
Harris Teachers College the loss
of this game meant that their total
record dropped to 0- 3.
During the game itself, the
:rYliners attained the lead early in
the game and held it until the

game expired. At the end of the
first quarter the Miners had a
three point asset and during the
second quarter they built their lead
up to six points. The SCore at the
half was 31-25 . During the last
half of play the iVliners, who
stretched their lead to 18 points
then began to decline by letting
the Hornets wit h i n 10 points
their totaL The final score was
60-49 .

The two outstanding ~!iners
in the game were \Vayne Lewis,
who scored fifteen points, and Bob
Hurt, who came upwith ten points.
\>:fayne Lewis, undoubtedly the Star
of the game, led in rebounds
with a total of seven, while freshman Keith Davidson and Jim Perry both seized five rebound s.
Harris Teachers College was
led by thei r star player, William
Cassen, who shot for twenty-three
of their forty-nine points.
The UniverSity of ~lissouri
Miners shot for forty-seven baskets b"Ut only attain.ed twenty-four
goals for a fifty-one percent aver·
age. The percentage of foul shots
made was very low and hurt the
Miners scoring severly.
The Hornets managed to make
nineteen of their forty-four tries
for a forty-three percent average.
Both teams did not seem to
play up to their standards and
the game was not up to what it
was ex peCled.
The ~liners seem to be trulv
impressive thi s year with their incoming talent, such as freshman
Keith D a v ids 0 n. The ~!iners
should be able to come out in
good standing this season.

Six Miners Earn Po sitions on
MIAA All-Conference Squad
By G le n n J e nse n
To complement their recordbreaki ng season , the Un iversity of
M issouri - Rolla placed a total of
six men on the IVIIAA All-Conference team. The Miners had
three first team choices and three
alternates. Included on the list
were four defensive standouts
and two offensive players.

The defensive honor team included sophomore Ed Hanstein ,
and junior Ed Lane on the first
squad and tackle Leonard Stout,
a junior, and senior middle guard
Kent F lorence on the alternate
team.
Senior Larry Oliver led the offensive team as he was the only
first team selection , and Bob Kicodemus supplemented him as the
rugged senior made the second
team at the fullback position.
Eddie Lane, a six-foot, 185
pound safety, intercepted seven
passes for a career total of
eighteen , which is a U~1R reco:d.
He was a member of the contall1ing unit that allowed but a 41
yard run and a 38 yard pass as
the longes t si ngle play of the year.
Ed is twenty years old and is in
the field of ~1echa ni ca l Engineering. He hai ls from Fredericktown, l\1 issouri.
Ed Hanstein , also a member of
the m1R " Golden Horde" defensive unit , was one of the
~Iiner s' biggest tacklers as he
averaged nine first hits and ten
assists per game. Ed also intercepted two opposing passes and
was a threat to ball carriers safety
as he caused six fumb les and recovered three. Ed is an eighteen
year old sophomore who played
his high school football in ~1exi co,
l\1issouri. H e is in the l\1echanical
Engineerin g field and is six feet
tall and weighs 210 pounds.

"Mister Football" would be an
appropriate name for senior split
end Larry Oliver. Larry was all
conference split end in 1967 as
well as this year and is probably
the best football player to ever
play for UMR. He is a great recei ver , as can be shown by the
fact that, despite being covered ,
he still caught 30 passes for 445
yards and four touchdowns. He
returned nine punts for 71 yards ,
returned eight kickoffs for 149
yards, kicked two field goa ls, and
fourteen extra points. His career
record is 86 passes caught for
1248 yards and eleven touch downs. Larry is five feet nine
inches tall and weighs 170 pounds.
The twenty -one year old senior is
from Florissant , l\Ii ssouri and is
in the field of Civil Engineeri ng.
On the alternate squad was
tackle Leonard Stout who is a
twenty year old junior from
Sterling , Kansas. Leonard , who is
very quick, averaged six first hits
and six assists per game. He is
six feet tall and weighs 210 pounds
and is in ~1echanical Engineering.
;\liddle guard Kent Florence
missed the first sq uad by one vote
as he , too was on the alternate li st.
He is considered by the UMR
coaching staff as their best football player as he was double teamed all year and s till managed to
average tweh'e hits per game.
Kent, who is qu ick and tough.
caused two fumbles. He is five
feet ten inches tall and tips the
scales at 190 pounds. Kent is
from St. Louis and is majoring in
Civil Engineering.
Bob ~icodemus, scholar-athlete.
has carried the ball more times
than any Miner ball carrier as he
go t the call 374 times in his iIlus-

MIAA Crown Captured
By SEMS Indians
By Greg Zweig
The Centra l ;\Iissour i State College ~1ul es had played football for
42 years to win the ~IIAA conference championship , but have
failed in their attempts. This year
they were playing Southeast ~Ii s
so uri State for the title. The
SE ~I S Indian s defeated the ~1 ules
in a grueling battle 35 -7 . This
victory for SE;\1S made it 43
vears of heartbreak for the ~1ule s.
- The Indians had a 5-0 record
for the season which gave them
the title for the Conference Championship , while Central ~Iissouri
State had to settle for second
place with a 4-1 record.
In the hard fought game, the
~1ules nudged the Southeast ~1i s 
sou ri Indians in rushing, 124
yards to the Indian 's 122, even
though the field was not fi t for
play, being muddy as it ,,,as. The
~hiles' quarterback came through
with the most percentage for
comp letions in 28 attempts . In
the first down list Southeast ~lis 
sou ri State made 15 while the
~1ules made 14 . Both teams made
out with 2 interceptions, but
C;\ISC lost the pigskin on t\\'o
unfortunate fumbles.
During the first quarter no
sco rin g was made. On the opening
play, John ~lack of Central ~Ii s
so uri Sta te College fumbled the
ball with a Southeast ~li ssouri
State recovery . A C~ISC penalty

-
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was counted and the ball was set
on their 12 yard line . giving
SE ~1
a full advantage. On the
first down . after the penalty.
C;\I SC's Don Lan ge intercepted a
pass and carried it down field to
the Indians four yard line. Punts
became the main activitv in the
first quarter.
In the second quarter. the
~luJes ' Larry J ohn ran for five
yards after receiving a punt. Then
the ball was passed to Steve
Reeves who carried the ball to the
1 yard line. The next play became a touchdown when tailback
Larry John s I unged over the middle . The conversion was also good.
Later in the second quarter the
Indians received the ball and
thanks to the running ability of
\\'alt Smallwood, they managed to
pick up a touchdown. The remaining of the half was scoreless.
In the third quarter, the Indian's quarterback , Sc hroeder
hurled a pass to Diepenbrock for a
ga in up to the 4 yard line of the
~l ules. Smallwood then ran for
the goa l line. All in all , the Indians made 5 touchdowns while
the ~lul es made only 1.
The ;\lules coach , Howard
~lahanes said that the :'Ihlles
played one of their best games of
the season, but the shock of
SE:\IS's heavy scoring broke their
morale in half.

trious career.
An outstanding
blocker, Bob also made th e alternate team las t year. H e is a five
foot eleven inch senior weighing
190 pounds and hai ls from
Nevada, M issouri . Bob has carried a n astronomically h igh grade
po in t thro ugh hi s college career
in the Mecha nical Engineering
Department.
Also of note was linebacker
Joel Stroud who missed by one
vote making the second team on
the league honor roll. J oel, a 205
pound junior from Paducah, Kentucky, averaged eight hits and six
assists per game as well as in tercepting three passes and recovering two fumb les.

UMR Rifle Team
Rat es Superior
In La test Meet
By Mike St. Pe ters ;
The Ul\IR Rifle Team made a
fine showing recently in the invitatiunal match at the University
of Oklahoma . Thirty-three teams
took place in the contest and
Rolla came in fourth.
During the match each contestant is required to shoot at the four
targets , three of the four , from
basic shooting positions.
The four U~ I R marksmen all
shot well. George Halkmeyer , a
sophomore, led the team wi th
1102 points. Dennis Frauenhoffer , also a sophomore, was second
with a score of 1085 points. Bob
Hill , a sen ior , was third with
1085 points. The new man , Jon
Howell , was fourth with a score
of 101 6.
This gave the team a total score
of 4294 points out of a possible
4800. Texas A & :\1 led all teams
with a score of 4434 . Oklahoma
State was a close second ,,,ith
4406 and the University of Houston thi rd with a score of 4337.
On the weekend of December
6 and 7 the cadets will travel to
Manhattan, Kansas, where they
will participate in another invitational meet. This contest will include a total of 2S teams from
around the nation.

Miners No.1 in Nation
Unbeaten, Unsco red Upon
By Dav e Tro st
The ~ l iners had the mos t successful season in UM R grid iron
history , not only wi nning all of

Rugby Club Falls
To St. Louis Stars
By Bi ll luth

The UMR R ugby Club suffe red its third defeat of the season on Sunday, r\ovember , 17.
This time the i\Iiners fe ll victi m
to the Nort h St. Lou is Stars by a
score of 11-0 .
The game, which was touch and
go for the first half, was played
in driving ra in on a field where
the mud was half a foot deep in
places. The Ui\1R team , made
up of members of both the firs t
and second squads p ressed the
N orthsiders hard but once again
the :\liners were plagued by mistakes resulting from the lack of
experience of some of the players
and the fact that the lack of play ing with one another in practice
caused confusion in the execution
of a ssignments.
Despi te the three setbacks the
team has suffered, the club members s till exhibit a grea t deal of
con fidence. And they have good
reason to do so. The services of
Ray Behrens, Bob Riley , Doug
Lauck , Bi ll Kimball and the other
veterans who are graduating within the coming year will be sorely
missed , but many of the new
players that came out this fa ll
give every indication that, with a
little more experience, they will
be more than able to carryon the
traditions these olde r players have
established at U~1R. Only a few
of the many rookies who have
shown prom ise in the drills and in
games are : backs Dick Johnson ,
Wayne Bauer, Jack i\leyers and
Bactasar \\' eiss , and forwards Ken
Briggs and Kent Freeman.
Once
wish to
for the
given to

again the club members
thank the student body
support that has been
the team at all the ga mes.

their games, b ut go ing the whole
season without being scored ujJQn.
T he coach sa id that the "team
looked good from th e very beoin.
ning and showed a sp irit th rouOgb.
ou t the year tha t was unmateh1il
by a ny team he ha d ever seen on
t he field ."

yardage (2263 yards), and ranked
second in avera ge yardage per
pu nt with 37.7 yards per punt.
R on :\Iiller , who sa\\' limited
action because of injuries, st ill
managed to fini sh fi fth in passing
in the :\IIA.A as he piled up 574
yards in the air. His leadina receiver, Larry Oliver, ranked f;urth
in pass ca tching as he managed
445 yards for four touchdowns.
Oliver also ranked s ixth in scori na
with 40 points that came on hi~
four touchdowns. 10 extra point
conversions, and two field goa ls.
The ~liners as a team ranked
high in composite statistics as they
were second in first downs with
114. third in total defense. had
the least penalty yardage, and
fourth in passing and rushing.
Leading the con ference in sco ring was Smallwood of Cape Girardeau as he rolled up 90 points
on 15 touchdowns. Top rusher was
Roberts of " -arrensburg as he av-

By Chu

The 1967-6
Early in the season the old . nOW
slogan "Bea t :\1 izzou " was again I IS b
11'/5 to e
taken up. and eve rybody hOJl1il
the ~Ii ne r s cou ld do this, as thel
were cer ta in that U ~1R was re~
resented by the s t rongest team
that had ever been put on the
field.

II'/m ent 0

IPup, the

tWS year

ag. seems
werer, to

~hlng abo

A week of ha rd p ractice and 115 merely
tough scri mmaging proceeded the the fael th
~ 1 izzou game, which was the firSI mailer h
game of the season . and was pial. DY times n
.
ed at Columbia.
The ~ I iners put t heir best ioot
forward , and handed the Tigers a
9-0 defeat. But this was just Ihe
beginning: The murderous ~fin.
ers went on to defeat \\'ashington
L'niversity. Arkansas Un iversitv
the Kansas School of ~Iin~
Drury, Pittsburg L'niversitv
Ki rksv ill e, and SI. Louis L'ni\'er·
sity. and didn 't a ll ow any of these
teams to score a single point. But
the ~ 1iners didn 't just play rna!·
nificent defensi"e games. DI R
totaled five hundred and fortI
(540) po ints during the course oi
the season. Thi s was an average
of 65 points per game . I t's ha;d
to believe that these were foot ball
scores ~
The :\I iners went over the iO
point mark three times , as they
clobbered Kansas School of ~line5
8 7-0: . Drury , 68 -0: and St. Loui,
Cniversity. 63 -0.

The 100-point mark was sur·
passed t\l'ice, as C~ I R defealed
first Pittsburg Cniversity by the From the fi
score 0 f 104 to 0, then went on I Ib \1'
to defea t Kirk sville b\' the im· 'b lIe. In
.
~
.
' aaame
pOSSible score of IJO to O. UI R . 'th'
scored an average of 2.5 points :~~. de'
her mil/lite during that K irks\'ille ~) eCide
r
.
m~ was a
game. setting an unmatched gricl· d' f I
'.
'
I· o~'fI a I
cron record.
I mif" the
Coaches Kelly and Saunder,! spoils wer
worked the team hard and desem on, 10 sa"
much of the credit for the team" :cent. .
success.
In Iheir il
That '''as the year that was - ~tr;set the'
1 9 14 ~
bngattheh
lilffsily 20]esaw the
II me I'ikin<
. College b)
their third
ddtrs were
oo~. swifl H

Top-Notc h P e rfo rmers Star as
Miners Clo se Gridi ron Season
By G lenn J ensen
Though their season ended on
a sour note, the u;\1R :\Iiners can
look back upon their season as
one of the most notable in a decade. The ;\liners finished with a
2-3 record in League play and a
4-5 overall log. L'~IR's record
tied them with K ortheast ~Iis souri
State and Southwest ?l1issouri
State for third place in the ~IIAA
conference.
To enable a team to do so well
in such a rough conference, the
squad needs its share of outstanding performers. The Rolla squad
had its share of top-notch personnel as a :\liner ranked near the
top in almost every department
in the final statistics.
Leading the league in punt returns was Dave Pfefferkorn as
he averaged 15.8 yards per catch.
Kicking chores for ui\ I R were
handled most capably by Buster
Sanchez as he led the league in
number of punts (60). puntini!

~eCO

Ue;:e. The s

eraged 5.2 yards per carry. Small; ::ord at
wood of Southwest ~ 1isso uri State 0 losses
however. had the most total rush InIbeir foUl
ing yardage as he ran for 89'! lliners 1\
yards and a 4.9 yards per carr~ . Utlasting I
average.
II;~~I)' of
Ult! bv a se
Top passe r in the :\IlAA lI'a: I econiino _
·
f
\\.
b
a
II'~C
log,
E c'lni!er
k
0
arrens u r ~
)'saWth '
threw for 13 10 ya rds and /.
el
touchdowns . Hi s favori te end
Frost, was tops in receptions will
676 yards and eight touchdown:
Lead ing p unte r in the leal'ue wa
Lang of Central :\I issou ri Stat
who kicked for an average a
39 .6 yards per punt.
Sout heast ~ I isso u ri State toppe'
the conference \I~th a 5-0 reco r·
and outsco red t heir confere nc
opponents 150-45. t.: ~IR call'
piled its 2-3 conference as the
sco red 64 points to th eir confer
ence opponen t 's 87. Overall Ih
:I'l iners \\'ere outscored by Ihe'
opponents 128-1 44 .
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Miners Boast Best Season in Decade
Allgood's Squad Pos ts 9-5 Slate
Records Fall to Fig hti ng Miners
"kick ass, " only to see them fall
touchdowns to pace the receivers.
short by fo ur points at the hands Dave P fefferkorn led both the
The 1967 -68 Miner footba ll sea· of the i\lu les of Central Missouri
son is now history. Although it State, by a score of 20- 16. T he kick off and punt returning arproves to be somewhat of an im· I ndians of Southeast Missouri tists with a touchdown in both
provemen t over last year's 2-7 State was the only team all sea- departments. Larry Oliver also
wrap up, the 4-5 slate established son who sound ly defeated our ba ll served well in a kick off and punt
by this year's gridders, if any· club. The score was 3 1- 13 and returning capacity. Eddie Lane
thing, seems rather mediocre. the Miners, at this point, claimed led the team in interceptions with
seven. Fred White contributed a
However, to anyone who knows a 2 and 4 record.
great deal to the victory over the
anything about footba ll, this recIn thei r seventh game the Bearcats with his 64 yard run
ord is merely a constant reminder Miners surged from 16 points
of the fact that the Miner effor ts, behind to defeat the Wildcats rack for six points of a last quarno matter how laudable, were from Kirksvi ll e, 19-16. The Min- ter aerial theft. Scoring was
paced by Larry Oliver who scor.
many times not jus ti fied .
ers then battled Northwest Mis. ed 4 touchdowns , kicked two field
By Chuck La Jeun esse

Th e Min ers pra ct ic ed ha rd to d evelo p their d riv in g offe nse
a nd their bo ne crushin g defense .
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THE 196 8 M IN ER FOOTB A LL SQU A D BOASTS SI X A LL ·CONFERENCE

From the first game up to the
last, the ~l iners were always in
the ballgame. In nearly all their
defeats, the victory, which was
usually decided by only a few
points, was a toss-up. A short
run·down of this season's contests
will verify the fact that although
the spoi ls were not wi th us, the
effort, to say the least, was 100
percent.
In their initial contest, the
:Jliners set their seasonal trend by
falling at the hands of \rashington
University 20-1 8. The following
game saw the Miners sound ly defeat the \ 'ikings of Missouri Val.
ley College by a score of 21-7.
In their thi rd contest the Ui\lR
gridders were out-muscled by a
strong, swift Hillsda le (Michigan)
COllege. The score was 24-16 and
the record a t this poi n t was one
win, two losses.

s per carr)' .. ~
est :lIissoun '
In their fo urth seasonal battle,
e most total the :JIiners evened their record
he ran lor by outlasting the Panthers of the
9 yardS per University of Wisconsin at l\Ii l.
waukee by a score of 10-6. In the
the :111.\.\ Homecoming game the Miner fans
W
rarrens bu,r' nearly saw their ball club literally
10 rards .anI
His ' laro nte
in receptiOn~
. ht touch~
elg h leagill
In Ie ,.
I \lissOun
a . avera
r an
punt.

souri State down to the wire. This
time, however, the stroke of luck
fell on the Ui\l R side of the field
as Coach Allgood walked off the
field wi th a 7-6 victory. I n their
final contest, the Miners again
were victims of the same old jinx
as they lost their muddy battle
wi th Springfield, 14-9.
As can be deduced from the
low scoring games this season , the
:'Iliners had quite a defensive unit,
and so did their opponents. The
offensive unit was constantly
plagued with injuries. Here are
a few seasonal statistics. The
leading l\I iner rusher was Cecil
Taylor, with 501 yards in 143
attempts for a 3.5 yards·per-carry,
while his running mate, Bob :\icodemus, ran the pigskin 135 times
for 378 yards, averaging 2.8
yards per carry. Leading this
year's passing game was Ron
Miller who averaged 14.6 yards
per throw. The other signal callers, namely Pat Godwin and
John Grawe, nai led down averages
of 10.9 and 10.3 yards per pass
respectively. Larry Oliver caught
30 aerials for 445 yards and 4

souri Siale
5.0 r
\lith a confl
:helrOIR

4)·

a

onference.
their
s to over~
S 87. d bl
utS Core .
44 .

A Jack Gra we pa ss b a re ly el ud ed fr es hm a n Bob Som erv ill e.

goals and connected on 10 of 14
point after touchdown tries for a
total of 40 points. Cecil Taylor's
6 touchdowns finished a close
second at 36 points. Total yard.
age went to Cecil Taylor with
764 while Oliver finished second
within 665.
Several school records fell by
the wayside a fter the performances of these individuals. Cecil
Taylor broke the record for the
longest run from scrimmage as he
raced 88 yards against \rashington university for six poin ts. The
old record was 83 yards. Taylor
is also the co· breaker of another
record. He and Ron ~liller teamed up to better the 77 yard rec.
ord pass play (Lewis to Ricker in
1964) with a 89 yard connection.
Buster Sanchez booted his way to
two school records by punting the
ball 60 times for 2263 yards. The
old record was set in 1960 by
~lcCaw who punted 58 times for
2106 yards . The defensive unit
broke a record which has stood
since 1950 by intercepting 20
alien aerials as compared to 17
by the old timers.
There are II men from this
year's squad who will graduate in
the near future. These will leave
some pretty rough vacancies to
fill. T hey are: Larry Carpenter ,
Rich Erxleben , Kent F lorence.
:'I l erle Hill , Tom Leirer. John
~ loll, Bob :\icodemus, Dave Pfefferkorn , Cecil Taylor. Paul
Vaughn, and Bob Yates.
There are 2i underclassmen
who lettered this season. Among
them are all three quarterba cks.
Larry Oliver and the heart of the
"golden horde." " 'ith men like
these returning, and a crop of good
freshmen, C ~I R's football prowess
could continue to grow next year.

SELECTIONS.

Credit th e UM R " Gold en Hord e" w ith a noth er ta ck le.

1968 Football lettermen
*William S. Arant , Sophomore
\rilliam ]. ~ lurphy , Sophomore
Robert T. Berry, Sophomore
Robert i\l. l\icodemus, Senior
Larry H. Carpenter, Senior
Larry]. Oliver, Junior
Larry D. Dooms, Junior
*Joseph L. Passant ino , Freshman
Richard H. Erxleben, Senior
David A. Pfefferkorn, Senior
Kent T. Florence, Senior
*Richard D. Sanchez, J unior
*c. Patrick Godwin, Freshman
*Dennis D . Smith, Freshman
John D. Grawe, Junior
*Robert D. Somervill e, Freshman
Edward L. Hanstein , Sophomore
Leonard ~1. Stout, Jun ior
Merle F. Hill, Senior
C. Joel Stroud, J unior
*Stephen D. Kutska , Sophomore
Ceci l R. Taylor, Senior
Edwin D. Lane, Junior
Paul E. Vaughn , Senior
*Thomas i\l. Leirer , Senior
Steven E. \\'alker, Sophomore
Darrell ~lcAllister , Sophomore
Fred A. " "hite, Junior
"Stephen ~lc\ ' eigh , Freshman
David W. Williams, Sophomore
*William A. :Jlilfelt, Freshman
Frank Wi nfield, Junior
Ronald]. Miller, Junior
Robert E. Yates, Senior
John ]. ~loll , Senior
T. Alan Zaborac, J unior
*:'IIichael A. Moore, Sophomore
*Yew Lettermen
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Activities
December
4

MARTHA REEVES AND VANDELLAS
LECTURE - Stephen B. Stevens

5

BASKETBALL - S. W. Baptist Tournament

6
6

IFC SING
7

--uME5s
~

CHRISTMAS DANCE, 8·12
8

~aci

MOVIE - "The Iperess File"
10

BASKETBALL LECTURE -

10
14

Mo. Valley (Here)

Are

David Halberstam

BASKETBALL -

SEMS (Here)

Thurs
Student (
1Il of thl
'~idents of
')!i;.souri Ci
~3Ilsas Cil,
" primaril)
"1:5ity ra
:~ as expn
;:ement on ,
xlllOsal pr
,ir Preside
:";t

CHRISTMAS VACATION BEGINS

14
16

BASKETBALL 18

Trinity (There)

BASKETBALL - U. of Texas
(Arlington) (There)
25

I

MERRY CHRISTMAS

ike.

Decelllber .968
Sun
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Z

Tu.

5
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4
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1:5 14
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